Minimization operators of different strength have been studied in the framework of "predicative (safe) recursion". In this paper a modification of these operators is presented. By adding the new operator to those used by Bellantoni-Cook and Leivant to characterize the polynomial-time computable functions one obtains a characterization of the nondeterministic polynomial-time computable multifunctions. Thus, the generation of the nondeterministic polytime multifunctions from the deterministic polytime functions parallels the generation of the computable functions from the primitive recursive ones.
Introduction
As is well known, unbounded minimization allows the generation of the computable functions from the primitive recursive ones. If one restricts to bounded minimization then the latter class is closed under this operation. By relaxing the minimization condition in such a way that no longer the smallest zero of a given function is asked for, but the smallest argument that is mapped onto an even result, Bellantoni [1, 2] could derive a machineindependent characterization of the class p of functions computable in deterministic polynomial time by querying oracles in the polynomial-time hierarchy. The result is in the style of Cobham's classical characterization of the polytime functions [5] . Bellantoni showed that the class p is the smallest class of functions containing certain basic functions and being closed under substitution, limited recursion on notation and his weakened minimization operator.
Surprisingly, as also demonstrated by Bellantoni, the characterization remains true in a tiered, resource-bound free framework, where, in addition to safe composition and safe (predicative) recursion on notation, an unbounded version of relaxed minimization is used that only allows to minimize safe arguments.
The ramified (predicative) approach to resource-bounded computations, now referred to as implicit computational complexity, has independently been introduced by Simmons [11] , Leivant [7] , and Bellantoni and Cook [3] . One underlying idea is that data objects are used computationally in different guises. One has two types of values: values which are known in their entirety and which therefore can be examined completely, e.g. being recursed upon; and those values which are still emerging and which therefore can only be accessed in a more restricted way, e.g. by examining a few loworder bits. In the first case the values are called normal, in the other safe.
Bellantoni's result shows that even in its relaxed form minimization (bounded or unbounded) is still a powerful operation. In a recent paper Danner and Pollett [6] weakened Bellantoni's safe minimization operation again by first limiting the verification that a computed function argument c is minimal to only those numbers d that are less than the length of c and then prescribing which bits of c a further computation may at most have access to. This operation, called limited safe weak minimization, is necessarily multi-valued. They showed that the smallest class of multifunctions generated from certain initial functions by safe composition, safe recursion on notation and this new operation is exactly the class NPMV of partial multifunctions computable in nondeterministic polynomial time.
As already stated by Danner and Pollet, the definition of limited safe weak minimization is reminiscent of limited minimization, thus not in the spirit of implicit computational complexity. In this paper we propose a modified version of safe weak minimization which remedies this problem. Moreover, we show that the above mentioned characterization of NPMV holds true when the new version of safe weak minimization is used.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains basic definitions. Here, the various minimization operators considered the literature are introduced. Our modification of these operators as well as the main result is presented in Section 3. The proof of this theorem follows from two propositions, one of which is a normal form result for multifunctions in NPMV. It entails that every function in this class can be generated from certain basic functions by safe composition, safe recursion on notation and safe minimization on notation, the new minimization operator introduced in this paper. The proof is given in Section 4. Final remarks appear in Section 5.
The normal form result is based on an appropriate encoding of Turing machine computations. In an Appendix a coding of finite sequences is presented and functions are defined by using only safe composition and safe recursion on notation that allow to check whether a number is the code of a finite sequence and, if this is the case, the computation of the elements of the sequence as well as its length from the code.
Basic definitions and facts
A partial multifunction is a map f : N k ⇀ P fin (N) for some k, where P fin (N) is the collection of all finite subsets of the natural numbers. Alternatively, f can be viewed as a relation on N k+1 satisfying the constraint that for allx, { y | (x, y) ∈ f } is finite. We write f (x) → y when y is a (possible) outcome of f and read f (x) as the set of all y with f (x) → y. Therefore, we also write y ∈ f (x) instead of f (x) → y. If f is single-valued, i.e., f (x) = {y}, we identify y with {y} and write f (x) = y. For two partial multifunctions f and g, f (x) ≤ g(x) means that for every y ∈ f (x) there is some z ∈ g(x) such that y ≤ z.
The length |x| of a number x is defined as ⌈log 2 (x+1)⌉. Ifx is a vector of n numbers we write |x| for the vector |x 1 |, . . . , |x n |. Similarly, we writef (x) for f 1 (x), . . . , f m (x) so that e.g.ȳ ∈f (x) means that
Inputs to functions are categorized as normal or safe, the normal ones being written to the left of a semicolon and the safes ones to the right. The variables x, y, z are usually used in normal position, and a, b, c are usually used in safe position. For a function class B the subclass consisting of the functions with only normal arguments is denoted by Norm(B).
In [1, 3] Bellantoni and Cook characterized the class FP of polytime functions inductively by using a set B 0 of initial functions and safe composition as well as safe recursion on notation as closure operations. Observe that the predecessor is string predecessor just as the two successor operations are string successors.
(Projections
The operations of safe composition and safe recursion on notation are defined as follows. Note that we directly consider multifunctions.
Definition 2.2 (Safe Composition)
A multifunction f is defined by safe composition from given multifunctions h,r andt (in symbols: f = SC(h,r,t)) when
As usual we write f (x;ā) = h(r(x; );t(x;ā)). This theorem gives strong reasons to consider the polytime functions as the complexity-theoretic analog of the primitive recursive functions. So the question comes up what is the complexity-theoretic analog of the partial recursive functions and can the functions in this class be generated from the polytime functions by applying a suitable minimization operator. This question was the starting point for recent investigations of Danner and Pollett [6] .
In his dissertation [1, 2] Bellantoni introduced a safe minimization operator. Moreover, he showed that the functions in p , i.e., the functions computable on a polynomial-time bounded oracle Turing machine with an oracle in the polynomial-time hierarchy, are exactly the functions that can be generated from functions in B 0 by safe composition, safe recursion on notation as well as safe minimization and have only normal arguments.
This class is far beyond of what could be considered as a complexitytheoretic analog of the partial recursive functions. In their paper [6] Danner and Pollett introduced two weakenings of safe minimization: safe weak minimization and limited safe weak minimization, and by using the latter operator instead of safe minimization they showed that the collection of functions in the resulting class that have only normal arguments is exactly the class NPMV of all partial multifunctions computable in nondeterministic polynomial time, thus answering the above posed question.
Definition 2.7 (Safe Weak Minimization)
A multifunction f is defined by safe weak minimization from a given a multifunction g when
If f is defined by safe weak minimization from g we write f (x;ā) = µ w b. g(x;ā, b) mod 2 = 0.
As is shown in the next example, if f is defined from g by safe weak minimization then for any inputsx andā, f (x;ā) may have superexponentially many outputs, even if g is single-valued. Thus, the cardinality of f (x; ) is equal to the cardinality of the set of binary sequences of length 2 |x| − 1, ie.
Since for any function h ∈ NPMV one has that h(x) ≤ 2 p(|x|) , for some polynomial p, it follows that the class NPMV is not closed under safe weak minimization, which means that this operation is still too strong.
Define the function a mod v = a mod 2 |v| . Then a mod v is the number given by the |v| low-order bits of a. For a sequenceā = a 1 , . . . , a k , writē a mod v for a 1 mod v, . . . , a k mod v. Definition 2.9 (Limited Safe Weak Minimization) A multifunction f is defined by limited safe weak minimization from given multifunctions g and h (in symbols: If f is defined by limited safe weak minimization from g and h then the application of mod cuts the possibly superexponentially many outputs b of µ w b. g(x;ā, b) mod 2 = 0 down to those with |b| ≤ |z|, for some z with h(x;) → z, thus to exponentially many. Limited safe weak minimization is reminiscent of limited minimization. As Danner and Pollett remark, by using this operation one enters the "gray area" of implicit computational complexity.
Safe minimization on notation
In this section we present a modification of safe weak minimization which follows the ideas of implicit computational complexity and show that an analog of Theorem 2.10 holds. 1 The idea is to minimize with respect to the prefix order on binary representations.
For numbers a and b, respectively, let a n . . 
Definition 3.2 (Safe Minimization on Notation)
A multifunction f is defined by safe minimization on notation from a given multifunction g and its companion h (in symbols:
Call a multifunction g(x;ā) is consistent if not both g(x;ā) mod 2 → 0 and g(x;ā) mod 2 → 1. Then a multifunction is consistent exactly if it is its own companion. If a multifunction f is defined by safe minimization on notation from a given consistent multifunction g (and its companion g), we say that f is defined by consistent safe minimization on notation (in symbols: f = CSMN(g)). We also write f (x;ā) = µ c b. g(x;ā, b) mod 2 = 0 in this case.
In order to see the effect of the modified quantification in the second condition in Definition 3.2, let us consider the functions defined in Example 2.8 again.
Example 3.3 As has been shown for the multifunction f ,
Since the function g is single-valued, it is consistent. Define
Then f ′ (x; ) is the set of all numbers of minimal length such that the (|x|+1)-st bit is 1, which means that it is the set of all numbers of exactly length |x| + 1. Hence
For numbers a and b let a b if |a| ≤ |b|. Then is a preorder. Write a ≺ b if a b and not b a.
Obviously, a ⊏ b exactly if a ≺ b and a = b mod a. Therefore we have the following lemma which is useful in the derivation of our main result below.
Lemma 3.4 Let f, g and h be multifunctions and let h be a companion of g. Then f is obtained by safe minimization on notation from g and h if and only if for anyx,ā and b, 
The proof of the converse implication uses a technique of Bellantoni.
Definition 3.8 Let f be a multifunction (note that we do not separate the arguments into normal and safe here) and let q be a polynomial.
1. Function f (x,ā) is a polynomial checking function onx with threshold q if for allx,ā, w and v satisfying |v| ≥ q(|x|) + |w|, For the initial functions zero, projection, predecessor, conditional, and successors, the polynomial is at most 1 and the statement of the proposition is easily verified.
The proof that the statement holds in the induction cases is the same as in [1] and/or [3, 2] , except in the case of Safe Minimization on Notation discussed below.
Let h be a companion of g and assume that f = SMN(g, h). By the induction hypothesis, there are polynomials q g and q h , respectively, witnessing that g and h are polychecking and polymax bounded onx. Let q be the sum of q g and q h .
In order to verify that f is polymax bounded onx we show that for all c ∈ f (x;ā), |c| ≤ q(|x|) + 2.
Assume to the contrary that |c| > q(|x|) + 2 and set v = 2 q(|x|)+1 as well as b = c mod v. Then |v| = q(|x|) + 2. Since g is polychecking onx with polynomial threshold q it follows that g(x;ā, c) mod 2 = g(x;ā mod v, c mod v) mod 2
As c ∈ f (x;ā) we have that g(x;ā, c) mod 2 → 0. Thus, g(x;ā, b) mod 2 → 0 as well. From our assumption on |c| we obtain that v ≺ c. Hence h(x;ā, b) mod 2 → 1, by Lemma 3.4, in contradiction to the fact that h is a companion of g. Define p(|x|) = q(|x|) + 2. Then p witnesses that f is polymax bounded onx.
For the proof that f is also polychecking onx with threshold p letx,ā, Proof: The proof is by induction on the definition of f . The initial functions are clearly computable in polynomial time, and hence in NPMV. When g is given inductively, we assume that it is computed by a nondeterministic Turing machine M g in time p g .
For Safe Composition note that NPMV is closed with respect to composition. Now, suppose that f (y,x;ā) is defined by Safe Recursion on Notation from g and h 0 , h 1 . Then for any y, we have that f (y,x;ā) → z exactly if there is a sequence t 0 , . . . , t |y| such that g(x;ā) → t |y| , for all i < |y| we have h y(i) (⌊y/2 i+1 ⌋,x;ā, t i+1 ) → t i , and t 0 = z. Here, y(i) denotes the i-th bit of y. Furthermore, for any such sequence and all i, we have that f (⌊y/2 i ⌋,x;ā) → t i , so |t i | ≤ q(|y|, |x|, |ā|), where q is the polynomial lengthbound existing by the preceding lemma. Thus to compute f (y,x,ā), guess a sequence t 0 , . . . , t |y| so that for every t i , |t i | ≤ q(|y|, |x|, |ā|), and verify that the above condition holds for each element of the sequence by running M g , M h 0 or M h 1 , respectively, and comparing the output to the previous element of the sequence. If none of the verifications fails and t 0 = z, then accept and output z. Guessing the sequence takes |y|q(|y|, |x|, |ā|) steps and the verification takes time |y|p(|y|, |x|, |ā|, q(|y|, |x|, |ā|)), where p is the sum of the polynomials p g , p h 0 and p h 1 .
Finally, assume that f = SMN(g, h) and let q be the polynomial lengthbound existing by the preceding lemma so that |f (x;ā)| ≤ q(|x|, |ā|). We compute f (x,ā) as follows. Guess b with |b| ≤ q(|x|, |ā|). Next verify that g(x,ā, b) mod 2 → 0 and reject if not. If the verification is successful, run M h on inputx,ā, c, for every c ⊏ b. If M h accepts with output 1 in each case, then accept with output b, otherwise reject. Guessing b takes q(|x|, |ā|) steps and the verifications at most time (1 + q(|x|, |ā|))p(|x|, |ā|, q(|x|, |ā|)), where p is the sum of the polynomials p g and p h .
In the proof of Proposition 3.9 we took advantage of the proviso made in the definition of safe minimization on notation, namely that the second argument of this operator has to be a companion of the first argument. As can be seen from the following example, without this condition the class NPMV would not be closed under safe minimization on notation, which means that Theorem 3.5 and hence Proposition 3.9 would be false. The same holds for the operation of consistent safe minimization on notation and the requirement that the argument of this operator is consistent.
Example 3.11 Let g 1 (x, b) → 0, 1 and g 2 (x, b) → 1, for all x, b ∈ N. Then g 1 , g 2 ∈ NPMV, but neither is g 1 consistent nor is g 2 its companion. Now, for i = 1, 2, define f i by
Then it is readily verified that f i (x) → z, for all z ∈ N. Thus, f i ∈ NPMV, since otherwise there exist some polynomial p i such that
If, however, we consider the function h ∈ NPMV with h(x, b) → 0, for all x, b ∈ N, then h is a companion of g 1 and SMN(g 1 , h ) is the nowhere defined function.
Proof of the normal form result
The proof of Proposition 3.6 proceeds in the usual way by an appropriate encoding of Turing machine computations. In the Appendix a coding of finite sequences of numbers is presented such that there are functions first, last, lth, dc, seq ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN] with the following properties: if w is the Gödel number of a sequence a 1 , . . . , a k then
• first(y; a) = a 1 , for all y with |y| ≥ |a 1 |,
• last(y; w) = a k , for all y with |y| ≥ |w|,
• lth(y; w) = k and dc(y, z; w) = a |z|+1 , for all y with |y| ≥ k, |a j | (1 ≤ j ≤ k) and z with |z| < lth(y; w).
Moreover, for z, w with |z| ≥ |w|, seq(z; w) = 1, if w is the Gödel number of a finite sequence, and seq(z; w) = 0, otherwise. In addition, functions ebit, obit, ≤, < ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN] are defined such that ebit(x; a) and obit(x; a), respectively, are the coefficients of 2 2|x| and 2 2|x|+1 in the binary expansion of a, and for z, a, b with |z| ≥ |a|, |b| one has that ≤(z; a, b) = 1 , if a ≤ b, and ≤(z; a, b) = 0, otherwise; correspondingly for < (z; a, b) .
The Turing machines we work with have n read-only input tapes, m read/write work tapes, and one write-only output tape. The alphabet consists of the symbols 0, 1, * ( * for blank) and the state set is Q = {q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q r }. We always presume that q 0 is the starting and q 1 the accepting state.
Our machines work nondeterministically and in polynomial time. Moreover we assume, again without loss of generality:
• The accepting state q 1 can only be entered within the given time limit.
• The head on the output tape prints only 0's and 1's. If the machine is in state q 1 the finite content of the output tape right to its head is the binary representation of the output of the machine.
• In the start situation the machine is in state q 0 and on each input tape the input is written in such a way that it starts one cell right of the cell scanned by the head.
A configuration is a (3n + 3m + 2)-tuple
• q is the present state of the machine,
• v n+m+1 is the finite content of the output tape right to its head, written in reverse order, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ n + m,
• u j is the finite content of tape j left to its head,
• a j is the content of the cell scanned by the head on tape j and
• v j is the finite content of tape j right to its head, written in reverse order.
We always assume that the words u j and v j are of the form b 1 . . . b k such that b 1 is not * .
In order to encode configurations we code every state q i by i. The words u j , a j and v j are coded as follows. Replace each 0 by "10", each 1 by "11" and each * by "00". The resulting strings of zeros and ones are then the binary representations of the codes of these words. By this way we obtain a (3n + 3m + 2)-tuple (i,ū 1 ,ā 1 ,v 1 , . . . ,ū n+m ,ā n+m ,v n+m ,v n+m+1 ) of numbers which is encoded as explained in the beginning of this section.
As is easily verified, a number w is the code of an entry of some configuration just if for every odd i such that the coefficient of 2 i−1 in the binary expansion of w is not 0, the coefficient of 2 i is 1. This is tested by the function seq1 ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN] defined in the Appendix. Moreover, w is the code of the binary representation of some number, written in reverse order, exactly if, in addition, the binary representation of w contains no substring of the form 100.
Let the function P be as in Example 2.8, setŝ 1 (z; ) = s 1 (; z) and define seq4(0; w) = 1 seq4(zi; w) = cond(; seq4(z; w), 0, cond(; P (z; w),
for zi = 0. Then seq4 ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN] and for z, w with |z| ≥ |w| we have that seq4(z; w) = 1, if the binary representation of w contains no substring of the form 100, and seq4(z; w) = 0, otherwise. If w is the code of the binary representation of some number, written in reverse order, we need to compute that number. Let nb(0; w) = 0 nb(yi; w) = cond(; obit(y; w), nb(y; w), cond(; ebit(y; w), s 0 (; nb(y; w)))), s 1 (; nb(y; w)))) for yi = 0. Then nb ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN] and in case w is such a code we have for |y| ≥ |w| that nb(y; w) is the corresponding number. Now, let M be a Turing machine in the way described above. We need to construct a Turing predicate T M (y;x, c) ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN] such that for y,x, c with |y| ≥ r, |c|, |x i |, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, T M (y;x, c) = 1, exactly if c is the Gödel number of an accepting computation of machine M with respect to inputx. Then |c| ≤ q(|x|). As has been shown in [1, 3] , one can easily construct a function bnd ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN] such that q(|x|) ≤ |bnd(x; )|. It follows that last(bnd(x; ); c) is the coding of the last configuration in the computation coded by c and hence res(bnd(x; ); c) is its result. This shows that
The converse inclusion is obvious by our general assumption of M and the construction of the functions T and res.
Conclusion
Bellantoni showed in his dissertation [1, 2] that when unbounded minimization is allowed over safe positions in the presence of safe recursion on notation, the resulting functions lie in the polynomial hierarchy. Verifying the minimality of a certain number a requires to test whether all smaller numbers satisfy the given property. There are exponentially many such numbers with respect to the length of a. Therefore, it is quite obvious that the polytime functions are not closed under this operation.
In the present paper we modified Bellantoni's minimization operator by requiring a weaker kind of minimality: only the numbers with a binary representation that is a proper prefix of the binary representation of a have to be tested. There are only polynomially many such numbers with respect to the length of a, which implies that the minimality test can be performed in polynomial time. But now there may be several such minimal numbers a: the resulting function is multivalued.
The characterization derived in the paper is partly based on a normal form theorem which is similar to Kleene's normal form theorem for the computable functions [9] . Here, it was shown that the nondeterministic polytime multifunctions can be generated from the deterministic polytime functions by an application of a weakened unbounded minimization operator. Kleene's theorem says that the computable functions can be generated by an application of full unbounded minimization from the primitive recursive ones.
So, there is a certain similarity between the computable functions and the nondeterministic polytime functions as well as the primitive recursive functions and the deterministic polytime functions. Danner and Pollett [6] give more examples for this correspondence.
The minimization operator introduced in this paper is a partial operator: it can only be applied to multifunctions that are given together with a companion. To check the property of being a companion seems not an easy task, in general. It remains an open question whether the nondeterministic polytime multifunctions can also be generated by using only total , fully "implicit" operators.
In order to derive Proposition 3.9 it would be sufficient to require that the condition given in the definition of a companion holds only for those arguments which are used in the verification process. But then the modified requirement would be part of the minimality condition and hence would have to be tested in polynomial time. It is not clear how this could be done in the case of nondeterministic polytime multifunctions. The situation is similar to the one in classical computability theory, where one has to require that the function minimized over is defined on all arguments used in the minimality verification. Dropping this condition leads to a minimization operator under which the class of computable functions is no longer closed [10] .
6. Define f 3 (0, y; w) = 0 f 3 (zi, y; w) = cond(; f 2 (y,ŝ 1 (z; ); w), cond(; ebit(z; w), s 0 (; f 3 (z, y; w)), s 1 (; f 3 (z, y; w))), f 3 (z, y; w)) for zi = 0 and set first(y; w) = p(; f 3 (ŝ 2 1 (y; ),ŝ 2 1 (y; ); w)).
If w is as above again and |y| ≥ |a 1 | then first(y; w) = a 1 .
7. Finally, let f 4 (0, y; w) = 0 f 4 (zi, y; w) = cond(; tr(z, y; w), f 4 (z, y; w), cond(; tr(ŝ 1 (z; ), y; w), z, 1)) for zi = 0. Set lth(y; w) = f 4 (ŝ 1 (y; ),ŝ 1 (y; ); w) and dc(y, z; w) = first(y; tr(ŝ 1 (z; ), y; w)), then lth, dc ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN]. Moreover, for w as above and y such that |y| ≥ k, |a j |, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we have that lth(y; w) = k and dc(y, z; w) = a |z|+1 , as long as |z| < lth(y; w).
If we want to compute the last element of the sequence coded by w, we cannot do this by composing the functions dc and lth because of the restriction in the definition of safe composition. Let therefore <(z; a, b) = cond(; ≤(z; a, b), 0, cond(; ≤(z; b, a), 1, 0)) and set f 5 (0, z; w) = w f 5 (yi, z; w) = cond(; <(z; |s 1 (; y)|, lth(z; w)), f 5 (y, z; w), truncate(z; f 5 (y, z; w))), for yi = 0. Now define last(z; w) = first(z; f 5 (z, z; w)). Observe that w is the Gödel number of a finite sequence exactly if the binary expansion of w satisfies the following four conditions:
• Either w = 0 or w is odd.
• For every even j such that the coefficient of 2 j−1 is not 0, the coefficient of 2 j is 1.
• There is no substring of the form 1000.
• There is no substring of the form 0010. Then seq ∈ [B 0 ; SC, SRN] and for z, w with |z| ≥ |w| we have that seq(z; w) = 1, if w is the Gödel number of a finite sequence, and seq(z; w) = 0, otherwise.
